
Sweet Tea was one of the ways that the South was able to deal with the shock of 
Prohibition.  This Marauder of the Month is just like that Southern delicacy. (The tea, of 
course!)  
 

It’s daunting to move to a new school district midway through the school year; however, 
this Marauder has handled this challenge with an ease that is mirrored in their smile. 
Since joining our Northfield family during the winter of 2021, this Marauder’s positivity 
and enthusiasm has been infectious for peers and teachers alike! (Getting a smile from 
even the most crotchety Mr. Kendrick on many occasions.)  
 

One of this student’s greatest strengths is his readiness to take on new aims and 
perspectives; just in our past unit, in which we read Bryan Stevenson’s memoir of social 
justice entitled Just Mercy, this Marauder had the courage and compassion to honestly 
open-up about his feelings of the world around us. Beyond that, he took it to another 
level with connections and words of understanding like these taken directly from his unit 
summative (sorry, sir, but it looks like your teachers are publishing your work without 
your permission!...) “The legal system needs to change and I hope it does. The thing is, 
I gave up on the legal system until I read this book. It gives me a little bit more hope for 
change and for true justice.” You see what I mean!? Such an insightful and encouraging 
response from someone of this Marauder’s age: true maturity and critical thinking 
standing out.  
 

The Marauder has an eagerness to learn, push forward (holding down a steady job 
while maintaining control of his academic workload) and continues to ask the questions 
that others may be too afraid or uncomfortable to inquire about.  If you take all of these 
attributes and combine them with his overall optimism in his everyday life, then  
 


